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. $0\in\omega$ $s\in\omega\supset\omega$ $+\in\omega\supset\omega\supset\omega$
.










$x\uparrow$ $\uparrow 0$ : $=1$
$x\uparrow$ $\uparrow n+1$ : $=x^{X}\uparrow\uparrow n$
$x\uparrow\uparrow n=x^{x}$ } $n$










$length[]$ rank $[]$ $\circ rder[]$
$length[\omega]$ $:=1$
$length[T\supset U]$ $:=length[T]+length[U]$
X $T$ $length[X ]:=length[T]$
$length[\lambda x.X]$ $:=length[X]$
$length$ [ XY] $:=length[X]+length[Y]$
$rank[\omega]$ $:=0$




$X\in T$ Zit $a^{\backslash }$ $order[X]$ $:=\circ rder[T]$
$\bullet$
$\omega$ $n$
$s(s(\cdots s(s0)\cdots))$ $-$ $s$ $n$
$\overline{n}$ $\omega$ $t$ $n$
$t=\overline{n}$ $n$ [ $t$ I




$n+1$ : $=n\supset n$
3
$\omega$ X $\leqq Y\Leftrightarrow[xI\leqq[YJ$
X, $Y\in\prime r\supset u$
X $\leqq Y$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $T$ $Z$ X $Z\leqq YZ$
\leqq
$X$ , $Y$ $x$
$X\leqq Y$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $\lambda x.X\leqq\lambda x.Y$
$\ddot{u}$ X $Y$





$X\in T\supset U$ $Y,Z\in T$ $Y\leqq Z$ $\Rightarrow$ $XY\leqq XZ$
X,Y $\in T\supset U$ $Z\in T$ X $\leqq Y$ $\Rightarrow$ XZ $\leqq$ YZ




$|^{T\supset T}$ $:=\lambda x^{T}.x^{T}$
$T$ $O^{T}$
$O^{\omega}$ $:=0$
$O^{T\supset U}$ $:=\lambda x^{T}.O^{U}$
$T$ $+\tau\in T\supset T\supset T$
$+_{\omega}$ $:=+$
$+\tau\supset U$ $:=\lambda_{X}+(xz)(yz)$
$+$ $T$ $+\tau$ $+_{\omega}$
$\bullet P$ $Q$ $R$ $M$
$n\geqq 1$
$P_{n}\in n-1\supset n-2\supset\cdots 1\supset 0\supset n-1$
126
$P_{n}$ $:=\lambda ux_{n-2}\cdots x_{0}y_{n-2}\cdots y_{0}.u(+x_{n-2}y_{n-2})\cdots(+x_{0}y_{0})$
$P_{1}=|$
$n\geqq 2$







$R^{n}:=\lambda uvw.Q^{n-1}(uv)(uvw)$ $-$ $n\geqq 3$
$n\geqq 1$ $i\geqq 0$
$M_{0}^{1}$ $:=s$
$n\geqq 2$ $M_{0}^{n}$ $:=+|(\lambda u.M_{0}^{n-1})$
$i\geqq 1$ $M_{i}^{n}$ $:=(+|R^{n+1})M_{i-1}^{n}$
$+$ $P$ 1 $0$ $Q$ $R$ $M$
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$\bullet F$ $G$
$n$ $T$ $F$ :( $T$ ) $arrow$
( $n$ ) $G$ : ( $n$ ) $arrow$ ( $T$ )
$F_{T}$ $G_{T}$ $F$ $G$
$T$ $n\geqq rank[T]$ $F^{T\supset n}$ $G^{n\supset T}$
$T$
$T=\omega$ $F^{\omega\supset n}:=\lambda vx_{n-1}\cdots x_{0}.v$
$G^{n\supset\omega}:=\lambda u.uO^{n-1}$ ... $O^{0}$
$T\neq\omega$ $T$
$T=T_{1}\supset T_{2}\supset\cdots T_{h}\supset\omega$
$h=\circ rder[T]$ $T_{1}\cdots T_{h}$
$0$ $-$ $T_{j_{0,1}}$ . . . $T_{j_{0,h_{0}}}$
1 $-$ $T_{j_{1,1}}$ . . . $T_{j_{1,h_{1}}}$
$\mathbb{P}\in:\# Rn-1$ – $T\cdot$ $\cdots T$ .
$\gamma_{n-1,1}$ $g_{n-1,h_{n-1}}$
$h_{0}+h_{1}+\cdots h_{n-1}=h$ $j_{k,l}$ 1 $h$












$($ ... $+(F^{T_{k,h_{k}-1}\supset k_{X_{k,h_{k}-1}}})$
$(F^{T_{k,h_{k}}\supset k_{\cross k,h_{k}}})$ ... )) $-$ $h_{k}\geqq 2$
V$k;=F^{T_{k,1}\supset k_{X_{k,1}}}$ $-$ $h_{k}=1$ $\#_{f}^{\pm}\backslash$
$V_{k}:=0^{k}$ $-h_{k}=0$
$F^{T\supset n}$
$F^{T\supset n}:=\lambda vx_{n-1}$ $x_{0}.v(G^{rank[T_{1}]\supset T_{1}}x_{rank[T_{1}]})\cdots(G^{rank[T_{h}]\supset T_{h}}x_{rank[T_{h}]})$
$T$
$F_{T}:=F^{T\supset rank[T]}$ , $G_{T}:=G^{rank[T]\supset T}$
$G_{T}(F_{T}x)$ $\geqq x$
$n\geqq rank[T]$ $n$
$\lambda x.G^{n\supset T}(F^{T\supset n}x)=\lambda x.G_{T}(F_{T}x)$
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5
1 $\lambda u.F_{T}(G_{T}u)\leqq M_{length[T]-1}$
2 $\lambda v.QM_{i}^{n}(M_{j}^{n}v)\leqq M_{i+j+2}^{n}$
3 $M_{i}^{n+1}0^{n}\leqq M_{2-3}^{n_{i+3}}$ $n\geqq 1$
6
X $l$ =length[X] $r$ =rank[ ] X
$q$
I $FX\leqq M_{3l-3}^{q+1}O^{q}\cdots O^{r}$
7
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